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Abstract 
High-quality translation is time-consuming and an expensive process. Named Entity (NE) Translation, including proper names, 
remains a very important task for multilingual natural language processing. Most of the gold standard corpora are available for English 
but not for under-resourced languages such as vietnamese. In Asian languages, this task is remained problematic. This paper focuses 
on a named entity translation approach by cross-linguistic projection for vietnamese-french, a poor-resourced pair of languages. We 
incrementally apply a cross-projection method using a small parallel annotated corpora, such as the surface string matching measures 
according to probabilistic string edit distance similarity and an additional score of syllable consistence feature between the source term 
and the target term by a syllabification process. Evaluations on vietnamese–french pair show a good accuracy with BLEU gain to 2 
points when translating bilingual named entities pairs. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the multiple meanings of words, expressions and 
also the metaphors, machine translation systems do not 
always offer correct translations for given contexts. They 
may reflect a common name written with upper case as if 
it is a proper name and vice versa, they translate a name 
having a signification in a bilingual dictionary as in the 
case of a common name. Named entity translation, in 
particular, allows to correctly identify through the proper 
names languages such as people's names, names of 
organizations and also the names of the locations. The 
role of named entity translation is a very important topic 
in the computational linguistics, statistical machine 
translation (SMT), cross language information retrieval, 
information extraction and questions & answers because 
named entities - particularly persons names, location 
names and organizations names – inform an essential 
meaning in natural language processing. 
 
We can see the following examples of correct and 
incorrect named entity translations from french to 
vietnamese. Here we use Google Translate to illustrate. 
(1.1) [fr] Hier soir, j’ai mangé avec Monsieur Michel 
Poulet. / [en] Last night, I ate with Mr. Michel Poulet. 
(1.2) [vi] Đêm qua tôi đã ăn thịt gà với Michel.  [incorrect 
translation by Google Translate, consulted 11 August 
2015] 
Literally : Hier soir, j’ai mangé du poulet avec Michel  
(fr) / Last night,  I ate chicken with Michel. (en) 
(1.3) [vi] Tối qua, tôi đã ăn với ông Michel Poulet. 
[correct translation] 
In the first example above, the named entity that 
designates a name of a person was incorrectly translated, 
"Monsieur Michel Poulet" in the sentence (1.1) by "thịt 
gà với Michel" (literally chicken with Michel ) in the 
sentence (1.2) instead of "với ông Michel" in the sentence 
(1.3). 
(2.1) [fr] Ma famille voyage dans le delta du fleuve 
Rouge. / [en] My family travels in the delta of the Red 
river.  

(2.2) [vi] Gia đình tôi đi ở đồng bằng sông Đỏ.  [literally 
incorrect translation] 
(2.3) [vi] Gia đình tôi du lịch ở đồng bằng sông Hồng.  
[correct translation by Google Translate, consulted 11 
August 2015] 
In the second example, the named entity that designates a 
name of a place has been incorrectly translated "fleuve 
Rouge" in the sentence (2.1) by " sông Đỏ " in the 
sentence (2.2) instead of "sông Hồng" in the sentence 
(2.3). The translation error here is about the synonymy 
between two words "Đỏ" and " Hồng" which mean the 
same signification. 
(3.1) [fr] Il est en train de lire L’Observateur. / [en] He is 
reading L’Observateur. 
(3.2) [vi] Hiện anh đang đọc The Observer.  [incorrect 
translation by Google Translate, consulted 11 August 
2015] 
(3.3) [vi] Anh ta đang đọc L’Observateur. [correct 
translation] 
We can see in the third example above, sometimes a 
discrimination failure between proper name and common 
name. In this case, the named entity that designates a 
name of an organization " L’Observateur " (3.1) was 
incorrectly translated from french to vietnamese. His 
translation was borrowed from english by "The Observer" 
(3.2) instead of keeping it intact name like "The 
Observer" (3.3).  
 
One possible solution is to build a bilingual named entity 
dictionary. A named entity dictionary or a list of NE pairs 
is a base for rule-based translation and statistical 
transliteration method. However, this approach needs 
firstly a large scale of bilingual corpus with named entity 
annotated. And manual annotation of bilingual corpora is 
time-comsuming and an expensive process. 
Unfortunately, there is very few or no researches 
regarding the translation of named entities for the couple 
of french-vietnamese languages. 
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In this paper we propose an iterative approach to named 
entity translation by cross-linguistic projection for 
vietnamese-french, a poor-resourced languages pair.  
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 
describes the related works about different methods of 
named entity translation. Section 3 presents our approach 
about named entity translation for vietnamese-french. 
Section 4 discusses the experiment setting and results. 
And conclusion will be given in the last section. 
 

2. Related Works 

The task of named entity translation is to translate a 
named entity, including proper names, temporal and 
numerical expression from the source language into the 
target language. Many researchers have tried to solve the 
named entity translation by several approaches. There are 
rule-based method, statistical method and web mining 
method (Ying Liu, 2015).  
The rule-based method uses linguistic rules to 
transliterate and translate named entities. (Stephan Wan 
et al., 1998) applied this method to transliterate english 
country names in chinese names.  
The statistical method uses a large scale annotated 
bilingual corpus as training data. And it includes 
statistical transliteration method, comparable or parallel 
bilingual corpora-based method. The dominant technique 
is to create a NE alignment and a bilingual NE lexicon. 
(Fei Huang and Stephan Vogel, 2002) combined both 
semantic translation and phonetic transliteration for 
english-chinese NE translation. (Hassan et al., 2007; Kim 
et al., 2011; Sellami et al., 2015) proposed, by applying 
the comparable bilingual corpora-based method, the NE 
translation based on their context similarity, 
transliteration similarity and phrase-based translation 
similarity.  
The web mining method uses a large scale of web 
corpora. (Fei Huang et al., 2005; Long Jiang et al., 2007; 
Fan Yang et al., 2009; Zhao Mingming et al., 2010) 
presented a new framework to names translations using 
web mining method. A given term is submitted to a 
search engine what extracts the list of translation 
candidates. This candidate translation list is ranked based 
on the surface patterns, co-occurrence feature and 
transliteration feature. 
It is challenging to translate named entities across 
languages with different alphabets and pronunciations 
such as arabic, russian, korean, japanese, thai, chinese, 
etc. There are several studies on named entity translation 
for various language pairs such as english-spanish, 
french-english, english-arabic, english-japanese, etc. 
However, we find very few publications on named entity 
translation for the french-vietnamese, except (Phan, 
2014). The machine translation systems face many 
problems with this pair such as the characteristics of the 
named entities and the inconsistency of their handwriting 
and transcription/transliteration in vietnamese. We 
incrementally apply a cross-projection method using a 
small parallel annotated corpora, such as the surface 
string matching measures according to probabilistic string 
edit distance similarity and an additional score of syllable 
consistence feature between the source term and the 
target term by a syllabification process. In this paper, we 

will present a new framework that deals with the NE 
translation for french-vietnamese.  
 

3. Our Framework 

We present an approach of named entity translation for 
french-vietnamese. Here we discuss a morphosyntactic 
appearance between the named entities in the source 
language and the target language. Our approach relies on 
two following hypotheses : 
Hypothesis 1 : We suppose that a named entity in source 
language and its translated NE in target language have the 
same category such as person name, location name or 
organization name.  
Hypothesis 2 : Considering that person and location 
names are often phonetically translated and their written 
forms are similar to their pronunciations, we can add an 
additional syllables consistency feature. It means a 
syllabification measure comparing the number of 
syllables in the word blocks or group of words between 
the source and the target. 
 
Therefore, the proposed approach is composed of three 
main steps :   
Step 1: Extracting a list of french named entities 
candidates and a list of vietnamese proper names 
candidates from the french-vietnamese bilingual corpus 
based on sentences level. 
Step 2: Filtering french named entities candidates 
translated into vietnamese by a statistical model. 
Step 3: Scoring a similarity by calculating pairs of 
bilingual candidates translated by the statistical model. 
This similarity is based on the Levenshtein string edit 
distance (1).  
similarity(Si, Tj) = 1 – (edit_distance(Si, Tj) / 

maxlength(|Si|,| Tj|))        (1) 

The edit distance function of Levenshtein or minimum 
edit distance is widely used as measurement between two 
strings. It returns the minimum weight series of edit 
operations that transforms source word Si into target word 
Tj related to the insertion, the deletion or the substitution. 
 
Firstly, the french-vietnamese bilingual corpus is aligned 
at sentences level. We divide the bilingual corpus into 
two monolingual corpus as shown in Figure 1. Then, 
applying a french named entity recognition module, we 
get a list of French named entity candidates. For 
vietnamese corpus, we apply a POS (Part-of-speech, 
grammatical categories) annotation module  and we also 
get a list of vietnamese proper names candidates. Then a 
statistical model is applied in order to translate the list of 
french named entity candidates into vietnamese. We 
obtain a list of translated named entity candidates. And 
we calculate the similarity scores between this translated 
named entity candidates as the source and the list of 
vietnamese proper names candidates as a target. If the 
value of a pair of scores of bilingual candidates is greater 
than the threshold value, this pair is chosen and stored in 
a list of bilingual NE pairs candidates. After analyzing 
the possible errors of named entities translation, we 
retrain this post-edited list in the statistical model to 
observe the possible impacts on the quality of named 
entities translation. 
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only with named entities extracted from the test set 
(including 359 named entities). Thus, the BLEU and 
NIST metrics show a performance improvement with a 
gain of more than 2 points of BLEU and NIST over the 
baseline. 
Moreover, we find that the named entities such as person 
and location names have a great similarity between 
french and vietnamese. The vietnamese tends to resemble 
phonetically forms of foreign names with similar 
pronunciation. We can measure the similarity by counting 
the number of syllables or the syllables consistency 
between source term and target term. 
For example: 
[fr] Phillipines -> [vi] Phi-lip-pin       
# location name with 3 syllables 
[fr] Vietnam -> [vi] Việt Nam         
# location name with 2 syllables  
[fr] Singapour -> [vi] Sing-ga-po        
# location name with 3 syllables 
[fr] Pharaon -> [vi] Pha-ra-ông        
# person name with 3 syllables 
[fr] Joseph -> [vi] Giô-sép        
# person name with 2 syllables 
 
In addition, we find that there are shortcomings and 
errors in the bilingual named entity translation. A major 
drawback of a system based on the statistical machine 
translation model involves the amount of training data. 
The training data should be as large as possible in order 
to cover all linguistic varieties of translations.  
 
Translation errors are categorized into three criteria : 
lexicon, syntax and transcription / transliteration. 
1) Lexical errors concern the lack of words. The system 
deals with the out-of-vocabulary words, the missing 
words or the incorrect words. For example: 
[fr] fleuve Rouge -> [vi] sông Đỏ       
# instead of « sông Hồng » 
[fr] Mékong -> [vi] Mékong         
# instead of « Cửu Long » 
[fr] Long Biên -> [vi] Dài Biên         
# instead of « Long Biên » 
2) Syntax errors concern the mistranslation of names 
structures or word order in noun phrases. For example: 
[fr] Asie du Sud-Est -> [vi] Á của Đông Nam        
# instead of « Đông_Nam_Á »  
[fr] Afrique -> [vi] Phi Châu    
# instead of « Châu Phi » 
[fr] Asie orientale -> [vi] Châu Đông_Á   
# instead of « Á Đông » 
3) Transcription / transliteration errors relate to proper 
names which are poorly transcribed or transliterated by 
the machine translation system due to the influence of 
english words during manual translation. For example: 
[fr] Singapore -> [vi]  Singapore     
# instead of « Singapour -> Sing-ga-po »  
[fr] Algeria -> [vi]  An-giê-ri     
# instead of « Algérie »  
[fr] Californie -> [vi]  California     
# instead of « Ca-li-pho-ni-a »   
[fr] Malaysie -> [vi]  Malaysia    
# instead of « Malaisie -> Ma-lai-xi-a » or « Mã Lai »  
 
 

5. Conclusion and Perspective 

In this paper we presented an approach on named entity 
translation by cross-linguistic projection for vietnamese-
french, a poor-resourced pair of languages. We applied a 
cross-projection method using a small parallel annotated 
corpora, and calculating the surface string matching 
measures according to probabilistic string edit distance 
similarity and an additional score of syllable consistence 
feature between the source term and the target term by a 
syllabification process. Evaluations on vietnamese–french 
pair of languages show a good accuracy with BLEU gain 
to 2 points when translating bilingual named entities 
pairs. This resulted in a small bilingual annotated corpus 
in a significant improvement into named entity 
translation.  
 
In perspective, we will focus on collecting a large scale 
bilingual corpus. We will deal with different kinds of 
error in NE translation and propose to introduce other 
features (i.e. features based on transliteration) in order to 
improve the quality of the extracted NE translation. The 
framework can be naturally extended to comparable 
corpora of more than two languages. 
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